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A NOTE ON INTERTWINING M-HYPONORMAL OPERATORS

R. L. MOORE, D. D. ROGERS AND T. T. TRENT1

Abstract. If AX = XB* with A and B A/-hyponormal, then A*X = XB. Further-

more, (ran X)~ reduces A, ker X reduces B, and /4|(ran X)~ and 2?*|kerx X are

unitarily equivalent normal operators. An asymptotic version is also proved.

Let % be a Hilbert space. A bounded operator A on % is called dominant by J.

Stampfli and B. Wadhwa [4] if, for all complex A, range(/l — X) Ç ranged — X)*,

or, equivalently, if there is a real number Mx > 1 such that

\\(A - X)*f\\ < MX\\(A - X)f\\

for all / in %. If there is a constant M such that Mx < M for all X, A is called

Ai-hyponormal, and if M = I, A is hyponormal.

Stampfli and Wadhwa showed in [4, Theorem 1] that if A is dominant, B is

hyponormal, X is one-to-one and has dense range, and if AX = XB*, then A and B

are normal. M. Radjabalipour improved this result by allowing B to be A/-hypo-

normal [3, Theorem 3(a)]. Of course, the condition that A and B are normal allows

one to conclude immediately by the usual Putnam-Fuglede theorem that A*X =

XB. S. K. Berberian [2] has obtained the latter result under the conditions that A

and B are hyponormal and X is Hubert-Schmidt (but not one-to-one or with dense

range). It seems to have escaped notice, however, that if A and B are both

M-hyponormal, the conclusion that A*X = XB can be reached with no restrictions

on X at all; moreover, by employing both intertwining equations one can de-

termine precisely the subspaces on which A and B must be normal. We will need

two other results from [3]:

Theorem A (Radjabalipour). Let A be dominant and let <Dll be an invariant

subspace of A for which A 1*311 is normal. Then 911 reduces A.

Theorem B (Radjabalipour). If A and A* are M-hyponormal then A is normal.

We begin with a symmetric version.

Theorem 1. Let A be M-hyponormal and suppose that AX = XA*. Then A*X =

XA.
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Proof. Let X = 77 + U be the Cartesian decomposition of X. By taking the

adjoint of the intertwining equation, we obtain AX* = X*A * and thus AH = HA*

and AJ = JA*.

Let 9H be the kernel of H and decompose the Hilbert space as 9HX © 911. 911

is clearly invariant for A * and we can represent A and H as operator matrices:

-(? e) - Ho* S)-
C is A/-hyponormal and since AH = HA* we have C7C = KC* and because 7Í is

one-to-one and has dense range we conclude that C is normal by [3, Theorem 3(a)].

By Theorem A, D = 0 and it follows that A*H = HA. Similarly, A*J = JA and

thusA*X = XA.

Theorem 2. 7/.4 and B are M-hyponormal and AX - XB* then A*X = XB.

Proof. Let

A=[A     i)    and   J?-(X    A
VO     73^ VO    0 /

A is A/-hyponormal and AX = X4 * and Theorem 1 yields the desired result.

The next theorem, which generalizes Theorem 3(a) of [3], identifies the subspaces

on which A and B must be normal.

Theorem 3. Let A, B and X be as in Theorem 2. Then

(a) (ran X)~ reduces A and ker X reduces B.

(b) y4|(ran X)' and 7i*|ker± X are unitarily equivalent normal operators.

Proof, (a) By Theorem 2, AXX* = XB*X* = XX*A. Thus A commutes with

XX* and so (ran X)~= (ran XX*)~ reduces A. Similarly B commutes with X*X

and ker X = ker X*X reduces B.

(b) Let X = UP be the polar decomposition of X. Since B commutes with P as

above, we have

(AU - UB*)P = 0.

Let % = ker-1- X = kerx P and let 3C, = (ran AT; let A2 = A\% and Bx =

B\%. Let V: % -h> % be defined by Vf = Uf for all/ G %. The equation above

then becomes

A2V= VB*.

Since F is an invertible isometry we have that A2 is unitarily equivalent to B*

and since A2 and Bx are both M-hyponormal, Theorem B implies that both are

normal. The proof is complete.

We now proceed to an asymptotic version, which is most readily attained by

employing some machinery developed by Berberian [1]. We sketch Berberian's

construction here; the details are in [1]. Let % be a Hilbert space and let $ be the

set of bounded sequences of vectors {/„}, with f„ G %. Let "glim" denote a

generalized limit defined on the collection of bounded sequences of complex

numbers, and let 91 = {{/„} e ffi: glim{||/„||} = 0}. Then the set 9 = 'S /9l has

a pre-Hilbert space structure with the inner product ({/„} + 91, {g„} -f- 91) =

glim(/„, g„). The map /—» {//,...} + 91 is a natural imbedding of % into 9.
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Let % be the completion of 9. If {Tn) is a bounded sequence of operators on %

and if {/„} G 91, then the sequence {TJn} G 91 and it follows that the function

that maps {g„} + 91 to {Tngn} + 91 defines a bounded linear operator on %

which we call </<{ Tn)). It is easy to check that <f>({ 7;}) = 0 if and only if || r„|| -► 0,

that <K{ 7?}) = <K{ T„})*, and that <K{ Tn}) is positive if and only if T„ - | T„\ -> 0,

in the strong operator topology.

Theorem 4. Let {Tn} and {S„} be bounded sequences for which there exists a

number M such that, for all complex numbers X,

M\Tn - X)*(Tn -X)- (Tn - X)(Tn - X)*

-\M2(Tn - X)*(Tn -X)- (T„ - X)(Tn - X)*\ -*0    (strongly)

and

M2(S„ - X)*(Sn -X)- (S„ - X)(Sn - X)*

-\M2(Sn - X)*(Sn - A) - (Sn - X)(S„ - X)*\^0   (strongly).

Let  {Xn}  be a bounded sequence and suppose that  T„Xn — XnS* -+0.  Then

T*Xn - XnSn ■* 0.n      n n    n

Proof. The conditions on {Tn} and {S„} imply that <K{T„}) and <K{S„}) are

M-hyponormal. The equation

4({TmM{Xmy)-4((Xm})H{SM})*
holds, and Theorem 2 yields the result.

Corollary. If T and S are M-hyponormal and if TX„ - X„S* -^ Ofor a bounded

sequence {Xn}, then T*X„ — XnS^>Q as well.
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